Year 7 Spring Term
Department: History

Unit of Work: Tudors and Stuarts

Projection Grades (end of year 11)
1-3

Projection Grades (end of year 11)
4-6

Projection Grades (end of year 11)
7-9

 List the Tudor Monarchs of England
 Describe ways in which religion changed
during Tudor times
 Identify the fate of Henry VIII’s wives
 Describe what kind of Queen Mary I was.
 List who wanted to marry Queen
Elizabeth I
 Understand arguments for and against
the execution of Mary, Queen of Scots
 Describe the events of the Spanish
Armada
 List reasons why the Spanish Armada
failed
 Judge which Tudor monarch was the
most successful
 Describe the events of the Gunpowder
Plot.
 Judge whether the plotters were guilty
or had been framed
 Identify reasons why people in the C17th
were suspected of being witches.
 List the punishments suspected witches
could face in the C17th.

 Describe who the Tudor monarchs are
 Describe how and why religion changed
during Tudor times
 Explain what happened to the wives of Henry
VIII
 Describe why Henry VIII broke with the
Catholic Church
 Explain how Mary I treated Protestants.
 List the advantages and disadvantages to
Elizabeth I getting married
 Explain arguments for and against the
execution of Mary, Queen of Scots
 Describe several events of the Spanish
Armada
 Explain reasons why the Spanish Armada
failed
 Explain the successes and failures of each
Tudor monarch
 Explain the events of the Gunpowder Plot.
 Give reasons for why the plotters may have
been framed and by whom
 Explain what happened at a witch trial and
the punishments given.

 Describe who the Tudor monarchs are and what they are
well known for
 Explain how and why religion changed during Tudor
times
 Explain the importance of Henry VIII’s break with the
Catholic Church and Rome
 Evaluate whether Mary I deserved her nickname ‘Bloody
Mary’
 Evaluate whether Elizabeth should or should not get
married with detailed evidence
 Judge the case for and against the execution of Mary,
Queen of Scots, with clear evidence
 Describe the causes and several events of the Spanish
Armada
 Explain reasons why the Spanish Armada failed and
assess the most important reason
 Examine the reasons why Elizabeth could be viewed as a
successful or not successful monarch
 Evaluate who was the most successful Tudor monarch
and give detailed explanations of why.
 Explain the significance of the Gunpowder Plot.
 Evaluate whether the plotters were framed or not with
detailed explanation of who would frame them and the
reasons why.

